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Subcomplementary Code Pairs: New Codes for
ST/MST Radar Observations
Ogubazghi Ghebrebrhan, Hubert Luce, Mamoru Yamamoto, and Shoichiro Fukao
Abstract—A new type of codes, named subcomplementary
codes, are introduced. These codes are close to, but not strictly,
complementary. Each of the two sequences of the pair has an equal
number of opposite elements, which enables the codes to have
very high interference-suppression-factor (ISF) performances
in and around the radar center frequency. The disadvantage
of these codes is the presence of sidelobes of amplitude of
in their autocorrelation functions for lag 1 ( being the code
length). Some properties of these codes are presented along with a
technique for generating the code pairs. Subcomplementary code
pairs have been found for values of equal to 4, 8, 16, 20, and
32. A simulation study confirms a major improvement in ISF over
complementary code pairs around the zero Doppler frequency.
Experimental observations were performed with the middle
and upper atmosphere radar in Japan using complementary
and subcomplementary code pairs of length 16 and an uncoded
pulse for range resolution performance comparisons. The results
obtained so far indicate that the effects of the sidelobes in the
subcomplementary code pair are minimal for wind observations,
although significant for shear velocity observations. The degra-
dation in performance in signal-to-noise ratio observations is
found to be noticeable but not severe. The subcomplementary
code pairs may, therefore, be used in situations where their
advantages for interference suppression are exploited and where
the effects of their weaknesses are not so important as in the case
of observations for applications in meteorology.
Index Terms—Complementary code pairs, interference suppres-
sion factor, radar decoding, stratosphere–troposphere radar.
I. INTRODUCTION
COMPLEMENTARY code pairs have been used instratosphere–troposphere/mesosphere–stratosphere–tro-
posphere (ST/MST) radar systems for over 20 years [1]–[3].
They are used to maintain the duty cycle of the radar trans-
mitter at its optimum value despite high-altitude resolution
requirements that would otherwise reduce it to lower levels
[4]. A number of studies have been conducted by users of the
codes to address some of the inconveniences resulting from
imperfections originating from atmospheric characteristics
[3]–[5], instrumental imperfections [6], [7], and the truncation
effects of the codes [8]–[10].
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In addition to their role in enhancing range resolution perfor-
mances, complementary codes also possess the capacity to sup-
press interference signals not coded by the radar system. The
principle involved here is that while the signals that have been
coded by the radar (that includes the geophysical signal which
is the desired signal) are coherently decoded by the decoding
system, the interference signals are decoded incoherently [9],
[11]. This aspect of the codes has recently been studied in more
detail, and a parameter called the interference suppression factor
(ISF) has been defined [12].
The characteristics of the ISF of complementary codes de-
pend, among other things, on the composition of the elements
of the codes. Better results are obtained using new codes that
are close to, but not strictly, complementary. In this paper, the
nature of these codes and their ISF characteristics, as well as the
technique for their generation, are presented. Experimental ob-
servations aimed at testing their resolution performance are also
included.
The paper is organized in the following manner. After a brief
review of complementary codes and their ISF characteristics,
some details of the new codes, the subcomplementary code
pairs, as well as their interference suppression capabilities,
are presented. This is followed by a brief description of the
technique for generating these code pairs. Finally, the details
of the experimental observations and the concluding section
are given.
II. COMPLEMENTARY CODES
A. Complementary Code Pairs
A complementary code pair consists of two code sequences






where is the number of elements of each sequence.
Complementary code pairs have the important property that
if
otherwise (4)
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where and are the autocorrelation functions (ACFs) of




In a radar system using complementary code pairs, two con-
secutive pulses and are coded, respectively, by code se-
quences and . The decoding process involves correlating
the received and sampled signals with their corresponding code
sequences. That is, the returns from pulse are decoded using
code sequence , and similarly the returns from are de-
coded using (see [8] and [15] for more details).
The complementary property may be viewed from another
angle [16]. As implied by (3), in this paper we are dealing with
binary codes, where the elements of the sequences are either 1
or 1. Following Golay [13], we define an even pair of a given
spacing as a pair of identical elements (like or )
and odd pairs as the corresponding pairs of unlike elements (like
or ). As an example, in the sequence ,
there are two odd and one even pair with spacing of one, two odd
pairs with a spacing of two, and one even pair with a spacing of
three. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
With this background, we represent the total number of even
pairs of all spacings of and , by and , respectively.





The expression for is similar to that of , except
that is used in place of . Similarly, and are defined
as the total number of odd pairs of all spacings in and ,
respectively. The expressions for and have the form
(10)
The expression for is similar to that of except
that is used in place of . With this notation, and are




Fig. 1. Example for the identification of pairs with spacings of 1, 2, and 3. The
letters “e” and “o” stand for even and odd pairs, respectively.
It can easily be verified that the two equations are not
independent.
This definition and the one based on the autocorrelation func-
tion [see(4)] can be related by
(13)
(14)
Using the relationships stated by (11) or (12), Golay [13] de-
rived a necessary but not sufficient condition for complemen-
tarity, relating and , the number of ones in sequences and
, respectively. This condition is given by
(15)
These results are used in Sections III–V.
B. ISF
The radar decoding system decodes the radar returns coher-
ently, whereas signals that have not been coded are decoded in-
coherently. Accordingly, while the received and sampled sig-
nals that have been coded by the radar system pass the decoding
system with little or no attenuation, the other group of signals
may be attenuated (relative to the geophysical signal) by varying
degrees depending on the frequency spectrum of the signals and
the codes used. In the second group of signals, we find the fol-
lowing:
1) noise, both internal (electronic or receiver noise) and ex-
ternal (cosmic noise);
2) electromagnetic noise (noise from electric switches,
power lines, etc.);
3) various types of radio interference signals (radio, televi-
sion, etc.).
These are the signals that we are addressing in this paper and
for which the decoding process has the potential to attenuate.
In order to quantify the degree of attenuation, use is made of
the ISF. This is defined in the following manner. A geophys-
ical signal and an interference signal are considered. The cor-
responding sampled powers in each range gate are assumed to
have the powers of and , respectively. For the purpose of
this definition, is arbitrarily set equal to , without loss of
generality. After coherent integration and decoding, the powers
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in each range gate of the interference and the geophysical sig-
nals become and , respectively. Since is assumed to
be equal to , the ISF (in decibels) is then defined as
(16)
ISF may also be viewed as the improvement in the signal-to-
interference ratio after the coherent integration and the decoding
processes. We illustrate this using a simple example. Consider
geophysical and interference signals where the magnitude of the
amplitudes are constant for at least two interpulse periods (this
may approximate very low frequency signals). However, as the
geophysical signal has been coded by the radar system, its phase
varies in accordance with the given code. Thus, the complex
values of the signals may be represented as , for the geophys-
ical signal, and as for the interference signal, with ,
where the sign on top of indicates that it is a complex vari-
able, and with
(17)
Under this condition, and applying the normal procedures of
sampling and decoding, it can be shown that the expression of
the ISF is given as [8], [12]
(18)
where is given by
(19)
For an example of this, we consider the case of the code pair
of length 16 with sequences of and
. For ease of representation, code sequences are rep-
resented (in what follows) in octal form (obtained from the bi-
nary sequence when 1 is replaced by zero). For this code pair,
and 12.04 dB.
For some code pairs, is zero, and these codes are good in
suppressing dc and low (Doppler) frequency interference sig-
nals.
For a more general expression of the ISF, we consider a sinu-
soidal interference signal of the form
(20)
Applying the operations of sampling and decoding to this in-
terference signal, the expression for the power of the signal after
decoding may be put in the form
(21)
where and are the sequences of the code pair [see (1) and
(2)], and is as given by (17). Accordingly, we have
(22)
The analytical expression for the function has
been derived in [15] and has a rather complicated expression that
limits its practical utility. Better insight is obtained through nu-
merical simulation. This is done by simulating the sampling and
decoding processes as well as the determination of the power
in exactly the same manner as the radar signal processor. For
an example of this, we perform the simulation for the code
Fig. 2. ISF simulation for complementary code pair of length 16 with
sequences of C = f166742g and C = f166435g. The sequences are
represented in octal format (see text for explanation). NCI = 1 implies that no
coherent integration was performed during the simulation.
pair of length 16 with the sequences of and
. The resulting simulated plot of the ISF is
given in Fig. 2. To make the result more general, the horizontal
axis is given in terms of the normalized frequency (where
is the interpulse period). Note that for very low frequency,
the value of the ISF is about 12.04 dB, which is the result ob-
tained earlier for a low-frequency interference signal. This is the
minimum ISF (minimum in magnitude, which is the context im-
plied in this paper). In order to obtain an analytical expression of
the ISF for the case of sinusoidal interference signals, we may









As and are fixed for any valid value of by the comple-
mentary property, hence, and , as well as , are like-
wise fixed. Accordingly, it would be interesting to have codes,
which would not vary substantially from complementary codes,
but with the values of and equal to . Under this condi-
tion, and will have values of zero, and will have
a value of , at least for the range where (23) is applicable.
Codes having this characteristic do exist and are hereafter called
subcomplementary codes.
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III. SUBCOMPLEMENTARY CODES
A. Basic Properties
1) Definition: A subcomplementary code pair, consisting of
the sequences and , whose elements are given by (1) and
(2), respectively, has the property that the sum of the ACFs of
the two sequences of the pair is equal to zero, except for the 0





where and are the ACFs of and and are given by
(5) and (6), respectively. The difference between the comple-
mentary and the subcomplementary code pairs is that the latter
has sidelobes at lag 1. This is the price a user has to pay in order
to get the advantage gained by the interference suppression ca-
pacity of the codes. This is not the first time that deviation from
complementarity has been accepted to gain other performance
parameters. Sulzer and Woodman [6] have also used quasi-com-
plementary codes with nonzero sidelobes to minimize the ef-
fects of instrumental imperfections.
2) Autocorrelation Relationships: As mentioned earlier, for
subcomplementary code pairs, and are both equal to . It
is interesting to derive the magnitude of the sidelobe at lag 1.
Using the definitions of even pairs and noting that and are
equal to , it can be easily observed that each of the ones
in sequence forms an odd pair with each of the of
1’s in the same sequence. The same is true with sequence .
Accordingly, the total number of odd pairs of all spacings in the
two sequences is given by
(28)
The total number of pairs of all spacings in the two pairs is
given by
(29)
Accordingly, the total number of even pairs of all spacings in
the two sequences is given by
(30)
The total number of pairs with spacing of one of the two se-
quences is equal to
(31)
The total number of even and odd pairs with spacings of two
and above is obtained as
(32)
As the complementary property is satisfied for these range of
lags, then the total numbers of even and odd pairs here are equal
and have the value half of each. Now it is possible to find
the expressions for the number of odd and even




Fig. 3. ISF of subcomplementary code pair CD of length 16 with sequences
of C = f055231g and C = f064652g. The sequences are represented in
octal format (see text for explanation).
The value of is then given as ,, which is
equal to .
Although we have not proved it analytically yet, the values
of the individual ACFs of the two sequences is observed in the




3) Permissible Values of : Equation (15) gives the nec-
essary condition for complementarity. Using this relation, the
values of for which complementary code pairs exist is de-
termined as 2, 4, 8, 10, 16, 20, 26, 32, etc. Although 18 also
satisfies the condition, no pairs were found. Our objective here
would be to determine which of the above lengths could have
subcomplementary pairs. We must emphasize that this is lim-
ited to the above lengths only.
We consider either one of the two sequences. Let it be .
Since the number of pairs (even and odd) of this sequence with
spacing of is , then
(37)
Using (13) and rearranging, we have
(38)
Since is even, is even if is even and odd for odd
. That is, must be odd for . On the other hand,
(35) and (36) must be satisfied. For this, must be even. It
follows then that subcomplementary code pairs do not exist for
of 10 and 26. This obstacle is removed for these lengths, if
we choose to place the sidelobe in lag 2 instead of lag 1.
B. ISF Characteristics
As stated in Section II-B, the complementary code pairs
having of zero give very high ISF performance, when the
interference signal remains stationary for at least two interpulse
periods (in absolute terms and taking the typical radar operating
parameters into consideration, this is of the order of a few tens
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4. (a) ACFs of a complementary code pair (top), a subcomplementary code pair (middle), and a complementary code pair having a pulse width double that
of the first two cases (bottom), and (b) corresponding power values. For the sake of clarity, only the segment near-zero lag is shown, it being understood that the
ACF values are zero for lags other than 0 and 1. Note that the magnitudes shown are relative. Actual values are obtained by multiplying the ACF and power values
by N and N , respectively.
of hertz in and around the zero Doppler frequency). When this
is not the case, then depending on the frequency spectrum of
the interference signal and the code used, the interfering signal
gives varying degrees of ISF performances. The minimum ISF
possible is given by .
In order to extend the frequency range of effectiveness of the
high ISF performance, it has been argued earlier that the number
of ones and 1’s in each of the two sequences of a pair must
be equal. In this case, high ISF performance is attained when
the interference signal remains constant at least for the dura-
tion of , where is the subpulse duration. Again, taking typ-
ical radar operating parameters, the range of effectiveness is ex-
tended from a few tens of hertz to a few tens of kilohertz. As
an example, a plot of the ISF for a subcomplementary code pair
of is given in Fig. 3. Comparing this with Fig. 2, the
improvement in ISF performance is highly significant.
C. Resolution Performance Considerations
The main weakness of the subcomplementary code pairs is
the presence of sidelobes at lag 1. These sidelobes may be put
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Fig. 5. Flowchart of the search algorithm. VSEQ1 and VSEQ2 are the vectors of sequences, while VACF1 and VACF2 are vectors of ACFs. The parameters to
be input are the values of N , N , N , T , and COUNT.
TABLE I
LIST OF SUBCOMPLEMENTARY CODE PAIRS FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF N . THE
ELEMENTS OF THE SEQUENCES ARE GIVEN IN OCTAL NOTATION (SEE
TEXT FOR EXPLANATION)
at other lags, but it is felt that this is probably the best place. In
order to give a better picture of this, the ACFs of complementary
and the subcomplementary code pairs and their power distribu-
tions are shown in Fig. 4, where ideal signals and systems have
TABLE II
RADAR OPERATING PARAMETERS USED DURING THE EXPERIMENTAL
OBSERVATIONS. CODE PAIR CD IS THE 16-BIT COMPLEMENTARY PAIR, AND
CODE PAIR EF IS THE 16-BIT SUBCOMPLEMENTARY PAIR MENTIONED
IN THE TEXT, WHILE THE UNCODED PULSE IS REPRESENTED BY NC.
N AND N REPRESENT THE NUMBER OF COHERENT AND
INCOHERENT INTEGRATIONS, RESPECTIVELY
been assumed (i.e., the transmitted pulses are perfect rectangular
pulses, and the receiver filter is ideal). Of course, in reality these
are not attained, and the practical case is worse than what is
given in Fig. 4 (e.g., see [23]).
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 6. (a) Range-time intensity plots of SNR profiles without pulse coding obtained in an oblique direction (10 off zenith), (b) same as (a) using CD code, and
(c) same as (a) using EF code.
It is to be noted that, even in the case of the complementary
code pair, some of the decoded power is coming from neigh-
boring range cells (the indicated areas). For comparison pur-
poses, the case of a pulse having pulse width twice that of the
original pulse is also shown in Fig. 4. Closer observation reveals
that the worst case performance of the subcomplementary code
pair is that of the reduced resolution of the wider pulse.
D. Possible Applications
When the effects of degradation in range resolution are
acceptable, subcomplementary codes may be used in at least
two cases of applications. In the first case, they may be used
to suppress biases in and around zero Doppler frequency. In
this frequency range, good complementary codes, or comple-
mentary codes having of zero (see Section II-B) may also
be used. However, subcomplementary codes are expected to
perform better because they have higher ISF performance and
greater frequency range of effectiveness (see Section III-B).
In the second case, subcomplementary codes may be used to
suppress uncoded narrow-band interference signals having fre-
quencies close to the radar center frequency. Such narrow-band
interference signals may come from radio communication chan-
nels and other similar sources. In principle, this is not expected
to occur as a result of appropriate frequency allocation. That is,
one would not expect a radio communication channel to operate
at the same frequency as the radar. In practice, this may happen,
for example, in the lower very high frequency band during in-
tense sporadic-E activities where interference signals from far
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away places may find their way to the radar system after being
bounced by the E-region of the ionosphere.
In the case of a narrow-band interference signal close to the
radar center frequency, it is unlikely that the frequencies of the
interference and the radar signal be synchronized. As a result,
the two frequencies are expected to drift from each other. Ac-
cordingly, subcomplementary codes are better placed to handle
those type of signals than good complementary codes. On the
other hand, it is important to note that the frequency range of ef-
fectiveness of subcomplementary codes constitutes a small frac-
tion of the receiver filter bandwidth, and this may limit the scope
of application of the codes.
IV. SEARCH TECHNIQUE
In the absence of an analytical synthesis procedure, one
possible way of generating subcomplementary code pairs for
a given would be to consider the sequences having equal
numbers of ones and 1’s and to look for pairs by performing
tests for the subcomplementarity criteria. In view of the large
number of sequences involved (there are
sequences to be examined), this is only practically feasible
using desktop computers, at best for up to 16. To extend the
search for up to 32, we have found out that the following
technique, which is not exhaustive, may be used.
A. Brief Description of the Technique
The technique generates random sequences having equal
numbers of ones and 1’s using the random-number generator
of the computer system (the periodicity of the random-number
generator should be checked [21]). Reference is made to Fig. 5,
where a simplified flowchart of the algorithm is shown. At
the heart of the technique is the GENERATE A SEQUENCE
procedure. In effect, a vector for a sequence is defined; all its
elements are set to 1 at the beginning; and half of them are
then converted to ones using the index (position) obtained by
(39)
where represents the integer part of and
(40)
with being the random-number generator, which returns
a number between zero and one.
The task consists essentially of two phases. In the first phase,
two sets of vectors are generated. The first set of vectors are
the sequence vector , which stores the sequences whose
values are equal to [where ; see (35)],
and the corresponding vector for the ACFs . The second
set of vectors are and , and they are the counter-
parts of the first group of vectors for the sequences having
values equal to [where ; see (36)]. The ob-
jective of the first phase is then to get a specified number of ele-
ments for the two sets of vectors. The number of elements of the
vectors of both groups to
be obtained is set at the initialization stage. Here, rep-
resents the number of elements of and , while
is the corresponding value for and .
At the initialization stage, is entered, and
and are determined by the program.
Fig. 7. Mean SNR profiles for the oblique (left) and the vertical (right)
directions for the two coded modes. For the sake of clarity, the oblique profiles
are displaced to the left by 10 dB.
The second phase consists of searching for subcomplemen-
tary pairs, through the comparison of the autocorrelation func-
tions. Each element of VACF1 is considered, one after the other,
in comparison with the elements of VACF2. When there is a
match, both the ACF values and the corresponding code se-
quences are printed.
The upper limit of the total number of elements of the vectors
in the two groups is given by . However,
since every code sequence does not produce a unique ACF, the
number is much lower than that.
B. Results of the Search
The results obtained for of 4, 8, 16, 20, and 32 are shown
in Table I. The values of the ACF for lag 1 of every sequence
are also given. The code pairs given in Table I are those having
the smallest value of sidelobe parameter ( ) defined as
(41)
where is the autocorrelation function of the sequence.
The time taken for the search is very short, up to of 16,
although some time is taken to find out the appropriate value of
. For of 20, the time taken on a high-performance
personal computer is of the order of 10 min. For of 32, the
time taken is of the order of five days.
V. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
Observations using the middle and upper atmosphere (MU)
radar, located at Shigaraki in Japan [17]–[20] were conducted
using three different modes in order to compare the respective
range resolution performances using configurations similar to
classical atmospheric observations performed by the radar.
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Fig. 8. SNR scatter diagrams for mode NC versus mode CD (upper line), and for mode EF versus mode CD (lower line), both for the vertical and oblique
directions. The upper diagrams are for the mean values, while the lower ones are for all the data points.
A. Experimental Configuration
The radar was operated in a cyclic sequence using three
modes of operation. These are 1) a uncoded 1- s pulse, 2)
a 16- s pulse coded with a 16-bit complementary code pair,
and 3) a 16- s pulse coded with a 16-bit subcomplementary
code pair. The set of observation parameters used are given
in Table II. The complementary code pair used is CD whose
sequences are given by , and , and
the subcomplementary code pair is EF, whose sequences are
given by and . The names for the
code pairs have been arbitrarily given for reference purposes.
B. Results of Observations
The data collected during about two hours of observations
enables us to make some comparisons of the performances of
the new code pair (EF) against those of the complementary code
pair (CD) and the uncoded pulse (NC) in terms of resolution
degradation in SNR, velocity, and related aspects. The details
are given next.
1) SNR Comparisons: The evolution of the SNR during the
observational period for the three modes NC, CD, and EF of op-
eration are given in Fig. 6(a)–(c), respectively. The main struc-
tures are well identified in the three cases. There is a slight but
noticeable loss of contrast of the profile for EF with reference to
that of CD. As is well known, the enhancement of the SNR in the
coded modes enables the identification of more structures, par-
ticularly at higher altitudes with respect to the uncoded mode.
Fig. 7 shows the mean signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
two coded modes (CD and EF) for oblique and vertical direc-
tions. There is a high degree of similarity, but again, there are
slight and noticeable differences between the two cases. The
smoothing effect of the sidelobes of EF is clearly recognizable.
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Fig. 9. Mean velocity profiles of the two code pairs for the meridional (top) and zonal (center) components of the wind along with their respective scatter diagrams.
The bottom diagrams are for all the data points.
Scatter diagrams for the SNR values of the two codes are
shown in Fig. 8. In all four diagrams, the upper line represents
the values of NC versus CD, while the lower line represents
the corresponding values for EF versus CD. SNR values below
20 dB have been rejected, as these are thought to be very likely
due to noise rather than to signal. The scatter is slightly bigger
for the case of EF versus CD. Accordingly, the degradation of
the performance of code pair EF is really very small. The in-
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Fig. 10. Shear speed profiles of the two codes (right) and the corresponding scatter diagram (left) deduced from the wind observations.
crease in the scatter as the SNR decreases is noticeable and is
attributed to the increase of estimation errors as SNR decreases.
It is useful to mention here that a part of the observed spread of
the scatter plot is also attributed to the variability in atmospheric
reflectivities during the observation period.
2) Velocity Comparisons: In principle, the degradation in
velocity resolution is expected to be smaller due to the nature of
velocity estimation. This is indeed reflected in the results of the
observations. Fig. 9 gives the mean values of the velocity pro-
files both for the meridional and zonal components of the wind
together with the associated scatter diagrams. The correlation
is very high, indicating very small degradation in performance.
There is a noticeable increase in the scatter in the bottom left
diagram of Fig. 9 for velocities between about 60–80 m/s. This
is attributed to the decrease of SNR at this range of velocities.
3) Shear Comparisons: The shear profiles of the two
codes are given in Fig. 10. These have been obtained from
the wind profiles of Fig. 9 through differentiation. Good
qualitative agreement in the height profiles is observed (e.g.,
see the positions of the extreme values). However, it is clearly
observed that the scatter is greater here (as compared to the
corresponding values for the velocity profiles), and the shear
intensity deduced from observations using code pair CD is on
the average greater than the corresponding value of code pair
EF (mean values are 15.5 and 13.7 m/s/km, respectively).
VI. CONCLUSION
The simulation results show that subcomplementary code
pairs have very high ISF values in and around zero Doppler
frequency. In comparison with complementary code pairs
with of zero, where the very high value of ISF is limited
to a few tens of hertz around zero Doppler frequency, the
corresponding value for the case of the subcomplementary
code pairs is extended to a few tens of kilohertz (high values
of ISF are obtained if the interference signal remains almost
constant during a time period of the order of for the case
of subcomplementary codes, and during two interpulse periods
in the case of complementary codes). This characteristic of the
subcomplementary codes may be exploited to inhibit external
interferences.
The main disadvantage of the subcomplementary codes is as-
sociated with the presence of the large sidelobes in the autocor-
relation function at lag 1. The sidelobes degrade the resolution
performance of the codes. The results of the experimental obser-
vations have revealed this weakness. The performance degrada-
tion is dependent on the quantity to be estimated. The degrada-
tion in the estimation of wind is minimal. This is to be expected.
The performance in shear wind speed is the worst. This is also
to be expected. The degradation in performance in the estima-
tion of the SNR falls in the middle. In comparing the perfor-
mances of the subcomplementary code against the complemen-
tary code, it must be noted that part of the discrepancy could
also be attributed to atmospheric variability during the observa-
tion period.
In view of the comparisons that have been made, it can be
said that in the event where the advantage of interference sup-
pression is gained, it may be reasonable to sacrifice degrada-
tion in performances in the estimation of wind and parameters
derived from SNR observations. Even though the use of sub-
complementary codes is not recommended for the study of the
morphology of thin atmospheric layers such as those reported in
[22], the performance degradation in SNR-related observations
is not severe. The degradation is even insignificant in the case of
wind measurements and may be considered negligible in some
cases, e.g., in meteorological applications.
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